In this paper, we propose a model for simulating search operators whose behaviour often changes continuously during the search. In these scenarios, the performance of the operators decreases when they are applied. This is motivated by the fact that operators for optimization problems are often roughly classified into exploitation operators and exploration operators. Our simulation model is used to compare the different performances of operator selection policies and clearly identify their ability to adapt to such specific operators behaviours. The experimental study provides interesting results on the respective behaviours of operator selection policies when faced to such non stationary search scenarios.
Introduction
Selecting the most suitable operators in a search algorithm when solving optimization problems is an active research area (Eiben et al., 2007; Lobo et al., 2007) . Given an optimization problem, a search algorithm mainly consists in applying basic solving operators -heuristics -in order to explore and exploit the search space for retrieving solutions. The choice of the successive operators along the search process is often driven by means of parameters. The improvement of the performance of the algorithm thus relies on an adequate setting of these parameters. An optimal setting may be achieved by an optimal operator selection policy. Unfortunately, according to the underlying intuitions provided by the No Free Lunch theorems for optimization (Wolpert and Macready, 1997) , this optimal policy may strongly depend on the instances of the problems to be solved. Initial parameters setting can be achieved by automated tuning algorithms (Hutter et al., 2009; Nannen et al., 2008) . Nevertheless, the values of the parameters may require more continuous control ) and should rather not be fixed during the whole search process. Adaptive operator selection is strongly related to reinforcement learning problems, and especially to multi-armed bandit problems Costa et al., 2008) . Various methods for managing the famous exploration vs. exploitation balance in search heuristics have been investigated in the literature; see for instance (Maturana et al., 2009; Lobo et al., 2007; Thierens, 2005) . The performance of adaptive selection policies depends on the characteristics of the problem's search space, as well as on the specificities of the search operators. Therefore different families of practical problems have been handled, but also more abstract operators models in order to provide more general and comprehensive testing frameworks as in Thierens (2005) and Costa et al. (2008) , taking into account changes in the operators behaviours.
Motivations
In this paper, we propose an alternative model for simulating search operators whose behaviour often change continuously during the search. In these scenarios, the performance of the operators decreases when they are applied. This is motivated by the fact that operators for optimization problems are often roughly classified into exploitation operators and exploration operators. Exploitation operators aim at focusing on the evaluation of the visited configurations of the search space in order to converge quickly to a local optimum. Exploration operators aim at diversifying the search trajectory by visiting sparse areas of the search space. Unfortunately, it is not possible to always exploit nor explore the search space. For instance, it is unlikely that an exploitation operator will always improve a configuration and find directly an optimal solution (except for simple problems). Therefore, decreasing performance may be observed along the search as well as changing behaviours of operators.
Contributions
Our simulation model is used to compare the different performances of operator selection policies and clearly identify their ability to adapt to such specific operators behaviours and can be used as a surrogate operator model when designing new adaptive search algorithms. Hence, the general description of operator based search algorithms may be helpful in this design process when the user has to precisely identify the components and performance criteria that are used in the adaptive process. The experimental study provides interesting results on the respective behaviours of operator selection policies when faced to such non stationary search scenarios. Considered as a multiarmed bandit problem, our model corresponds to a specific restless bandit problem that could be used to model different real applications as soon as the efficiency of a given action decreases according to successive frequent uses. For instance, such reinforcement learning techniques are used to schedule online advertisement display on web pages. Our model could be pertinent in this context since it may be clear that the relevance of an advertisement decreases if it is too much shown to the same user. Other cases of such decrease repeated actions may actually be observed in various application domains.
Organization of the paper
In section 2, we describe optimization algorithm that are based on applications of basic search operators. We also define the problem of designing the best possible operator selection policy and show its relationship with multiarmed bandit problems. Section 3 is dedicated to review different operator selection policies. Section 4 presents our model for simulating non stationary operators. Experiments are presented in section 5.
Operator Based Search Algorithms for Optimization Problems
In this section, we propose to precisely define the components of a search algorithm in the context of solving optimization problems, in order to be able to handle their behaviour. We focus on algorithms that use operators -also commonly called heuristics -in order to find solutions in the search space. We introduce the notion of policy, that defines how the operators should be scheduled in a search process, and some criteria in order to compare different policies and thus to characterize an optimal policy. Definition 1 (Optimization Problem). An optimization problem is a pair (S, f ) where S is a search space whose elements represent solutions (or con-figurations) of the problem and f : S → R is an objective function. An optimal solution (for maximization problems) is an element s * ∈ S such that ∀s ∈ S, f (s * ) f (s).
Example 1. As a simple running example, we may consider the toy OneMax problem, where S = {0, 1} n , for a given size n. Given a solution s = (s 1 , . . . , s n ) ∈ S, s i is thus the value of the i th bit of s. The objective function is simply
A general solving algorithm may be abstracted according to the following components.
Definition 2 (Operator Based Algorithm (OBA)). Given an optimization problem (S, f ), a solving algorithm is defined by a tuple (Init, Ω, θ, π):
• a set of operators Ω = {o 1 , . . . , o n }, which are functions
• a parameter vector θ ∈ Θ, where Θ is a parameter space 1 ,
• a search policy π : Θ × I → Ω. π ∈ Π, where Π is the set of search policies and I = {1, . . . , T } ⊆ N is a set of iterations of the algorithm.
Typically, the initialization function takes as input 2 the whole search space -or a part of it -and returns a random element or a set of random elements of this search space. From a practical point of view, initialization is often insured by a random generation of points of the search space or by a greedy algorithm that builds a suboptimal solution. Note that we do not want to distinguish the different solving paradigms that use different data structures for their search processes, e.g., tree-based search, neighborhood search, population-based search... We only pay attention to the fact that these algorithms use basic search operators (branching heuristics, constraint propagation, hill climbing, recombination...) that they apply on configurations of the search space. The search policy determines the operator to apply at each iteration of the algorithm. Therefore the notion of iteration is here directly linked to the application of one operator in a steady state fashion; this general model can anyway be adapted for coarser granularities of iterations.
Example 2. Back to our running example, let us consider a simple evolutionary algorithm for the One-Max problem. The algorithm includes an initialization function such that Init(S) = P 0 , where P 0 is an initial population, randomly generated. The set of operators may include flipping operators (e.g., 1-flip is an operator that flips one bit -position -of a configuration s ∈ S) and crossover operators (e.g., uniform crossover). Note that here, operators are applied on a population and include a selection and an insertion process. For instance, let P = {000, 111, 110}, 1-flip(P) = {010, 111, 110}. The parameter vector could be θ = (psize, σ 1 , . . . , σ n ) where psize is the size of the population P, and σ i is the probability of application of an operator o i . The search policy may be π(θ, t) = o i with a probability σ i , that corresponds to a roulette wheel selection as described in Section 3. Note that, for the moment, we consider that θ remains constant over iterations.
The operational semantics of a search algorithm can be defined by means of its runs. We define S (resp. Ω ) as the set of sequences over 2 S (resp. Ω).
Definition 3 (Run of an OBA). A run of length l of an OBA A = (Init, Ω, θ, π) for an optimization problem P = (S, f ) is defined as a pair (s, o) ∈ S ×Ω where:
The set of all possible runs of length l is denoted Run l (A, P ).
Given an OBA A and an optimization problem P , the operational semantics of the algorithm is thus the set Run(A, P ) = l 0 Run l (A, P ). The runs may have different lengths depending on the stop criteria, e.g. reaching a solution, exceeding a maximum number of operators applications... Of course, if the algorithm is fully deterministic, this set is a singleton (i.e., a single run for a given problem).
Given a run r ∈ Run(A, P ), we suppose that there exists a performance function such that Perf (r) ∈ R. A run r is considered better than a run r ′ if Perf (r) Perf (r ′ ). This performance function is also supposed to be extended to subsets of runs R ⊆ Run(A, P ). This performance function may vary according to the type of algorithm and the type of problem (satisfaction, optimisation...). We now define a notion of optimality for the performance of the algorithms that corresponds to classic tuning point of view (Hoos, 2012) . Various methods have been proposed to this aim (Birattari et al., 2002; Smit and G.Eiben, 2009; Hutter et al., 2009 ).
Definition 4 (Optimal Tuning). Given an optimization problem P , an OBA A = (Init, Ω, θ, π) is optimally tuned for a problem P iff ∀θ
Note that we decide here to consider tuning only on parameters in θ and not on the possible policies, which could also be consider as structural parameters -components -of the algorithm.
Only algorithms with fixed parameters and policy have been considered in the previous definitions. Of course, we have to take into account adaptive algorithms in which parameters may change during the search. Note that, in order to simplify our presentation, we do not consider changing policies. As defined above, a policy uses parameters and is then intrinsically submitted to adaptive changes by means of these parameters. Therefore, we may generalize our definition of an OBA to an adaptive OBA,.
Definition 5 (Adaptive OBA). An adaptive operator based algorithm is a tuple A = (Init, Ω, θ, π, K) where (Init, Ω, θ, π) is an OBA and K is a control function K : Θ × I → Θ that provides a new parameter vector with regards to the current iteration.
The notion of run and operational semantics defined above can be extended straightforwardly to adaptive OBAs. We may now turn to optimal control of adaptive OBAs.
Definition 6 (Optimal Control). Given an optimization problem P = (S, f ), an adaptive OBA (I, Ω, θ, π, K) is optimally controlled for a problem
Abstracting Operators
We focus now on the control of the algorithms through their search policies and control functions. Therefore, we consider the notion of adaptive control policy as a pair (π, K), which associates a search policy and a parameter control function. Following the terminology used in the literature (Lobo et al., 2007) , such a policy is called an adaptive operator selection (AOS) policy. Note that the case where K is the identity function corresponds to a non adaptive policy. Therefore, in the remaining of the paper, we consider OS policies, including adaptive policies and fixed policies cases.
Example 3. Back to the example, we may consider an adaptive roulette wheel instead of the fixed one as previously mentioned. The control function may thus update the probability according to the observed performances of the operators by means of the function K, which is known as probability matching (see Section 3.1.1).
Given an optimization problem P , our purpose is to generate a policy (π, K) that produces optimal runs (s, o), which may be abstracted as optimal sequences of operator applications o. It is clear that the impact of the operators depends on the elements of s on which they are applied. We consider that each operator provides a gain when it is applied; this gain may be evaluated according to the performance function.
Definition 7 (Gain of an operator). We define a gain function g : Ω × S → R, for an operator o, as follows.
Note that the gain of an operator is defined according to the variation of gain that it provides on the current run. The gain of a policy can be computed for one run (definition 8).
Definition 8 (Gain of an OS Policy). Given a problem P and an OBA (Init, Ω, θ, π, K), the gain obtained by the OS policy is thus the sum
The operator selection policy problem can be defined as follows.
Definition 9 (OS Policy Problem). Given P = (S, f ), the components Init, Ω and θ of an OBA, the operator selection policy problem consists in finding a policy (π
Of course since most of the time, the whole set Run(A, P ) cannot be extensively computed, the optimal policy has to be approximated on a subset of Run(A, P ). From a practical point of view, there is a connection between the notion of optimal control and the notion of optimal policy.
Searching for an optimal policy which chooses at each step operators that maximize the overall gain may be related to bandit problems .
Multi-Armed Bandits
The initial stochastic multi-armed bandit (MAB) (Robbins, 1952; Bradt et al., 1956; Rodman, 1978) is formulated as follow. Given several possible actions -usually called arms according to the gambling machine analogy -that have different individual gains (or rewards), one has to select a sequence of actions that maximizes the total gain. Definition 10 proposes a more formal definition of this general problem.
Definition 10 (Stochastic MAB). Let us consider n independent arms. For each arm i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, we have:
• a set of possible states S i ;
• a set of probabilities
j→k is the probability of being in state k if the arm i is played 3 from state j;
• a set of gains G i = {g i j , j ∈ S i } where g i j is the gain obtained when arm i is played from state j.
Given a stochastic MAB, the problem is to find a policy that maximizes over a finite 4 horizon T , Σ T t=0 g t γ t , where g t is the expected gain of the policy at time t and γ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor.
Four features can be identified to characterize a MAB problem (Mahajan and Teneketzis, 2008 ):
1. only one arm is played at each time;
2. states of unplayed arms do not change; 3. arms are independent; 4. arms that are not played do not contribute any gain.
Many variants of the initial stochastic MAB have been studied in the literature. In this paper we focus on the restless MAB, first introduced in (Whittle, 1988) . In this formulation, the gains of the arms change over time, while they are supposed to be fixed -but of course unknown -in the initial stochastic MAB formulation. In fact, restless bandits may be defined as in Definition 10 except that, when an arm is not played, its state may change, which corresponds to a relaxation of Feature 2. Hence, restless MABs involve two kinds of probabilities in P rob i , namely σ i j→k , which represents the probability of being in state k if the arm i is played, andσ i j→k , that is the probability of being in state k if the arm i is not played.
Operator Selection Policies
In this sections we first explain how operator selection in operator based algorithms can be directly related to the choice of the most suitable sequence of actions in the context of multi-armed bandit problems. We review then different possible selection policies that can be used to achieved an optimal schedule of the operators.
Operator Selection in Operator Based Algorithms
Let us consider an OBA A = (I, Ω, θ, π, K). Here, we are not interested in the initialization function I. Let Ω = {o 1 , . . . , o n } be the set of n operators.
We have to define the control policy (π, K) which selects an operator at each iteration of the algorithm in order to build a run (s, o). We review here different policies and we distinguish between policies based on probabilities of application of the operators and policies based on upper confidence bounds.
The gain of an operator (see Definition 7) is generally specific to the problem, since it uses the notion of performance of a run. In order to have a more general approach, a general notion of utility 5 , which reflects the successive gains obtained by the operators, can be introduced.
Considering
is associated to each operator i ∈ {1..n} for any iteration t ∈ {1..n}. This utility has to be re-evaluated at each time, classically using a formula u
This utility uses the gain associated to the application of operator i (which corresponds thus to the immediate utility) and α which is a coefficient that controls the balance between past and immediate utilities, as in classic reinforcement learning techniques (Sutton and Barto, 1998) . If an operator is not selected at iteration t, its gain is 0 for this iteration.
Policies based on probabilities of application
In this context, given the set of operators Ω = {o 1 , . . . , o n }, we use the parameter vector θ to associate a probability of selecting the operator, θ = (σ 1 , . . . , σ n ) such that Σ n i=1 σ i = 1. The search policy π is then a roulette selection wheel that selects each operator o i according to its probability of selection σ i . Different operator selection policies have been proposed in the literature (Lobo et al., 2007; Hamadi et al., 2012) ; we review here some of the most used of them.
• Fixed Roulette Wheel A first possibility consists in keeping θ fixed during the run, i.e. ∀t ∈ I, K(θ, t) = θ. Note that these values can be determined by an automated tuning process (Hoos, 2012) .
• Adaptive Roulette Wheel Contrary to a static tuning of the operator application rates, adaptive operator selection consists in selecting the next operator to apply at iteration t + 1 by adapting the selection probability during the search. In this case, we have θ (t) = (σ
with regards to the evolution of the operator's utilities.
A classic mechanism is the probability matching selection rule:
where a non negative value p min insures a non zero selection probability for all operators. Note that, in order to insure a coherent behaviour, p min should be in the interval [0,
1 n ].
• Adaptive Pursuit
An alternative proportional selection rule has been proposed in Thierens (2005) , called adaptive pursuit (AP), that distinguishes the best current operator from the others:
, p max = 1 − (n − 1)p min and β is a parameter to adjust balance of this winner-take-all strategy.
Policies based on upper confidence bounds
Optimal strategies have been initially proposed by Feldman (1962) and Gittins (1979) for the multi-armed bandit problem. Later, Auer (2002) proposed to use this problem to manage the compromise between exploration and exploitation in optimization algorithms. The following policies consists in computing an upper confidence bound of the expected gain and to select thus the most promising arm.
• UCB (upper confidence bound)
The UCB1 criterion ) is defined as:
where nb (t) i denotes the number of times operator o i has been applied. Note that this formula is defined for gains that should be normalized between 0 and 1. The left term of the formula uses the successive utilities that are obtained by the arms in order to focus of the best arm, while the right term aims at providing the opportunity to be selected for less used arms. This formula attempts thus to achieve a compromise between exploitation and exploration.
Therefore, we may define the control policy (π, K) for a given iteration t as:
Here no parameter is required. Note that UCB has originally be designed for fixed gain distributions. Since the gain of the operators is likely to change along the search, UCB has been extended to dynamic multi-armed bandit has to be considered.
• DMAB (Dynamic MAB algorithm based on UCB)
UCB has been revisited in Costa et al. (2008) . A standard testknown as Page Hinkley (Hinkley, 1970) -for the change hypothesis is used. We may add a parameter in θ which indicates if the process has to be restarted. In this case the control function K use the Page Hinkley test to detect statistical changes in the successive utilities of the operators and may re-initialize the values of the operators utilities. Moreover, it can be useful to add a scaling factor to the right term of the UCB1 formula in order to take into account the value range for utilities. The test is parametrized by γ that controls its sensitivity and δ that manages its robustness. We refer the reader to for more details.
Policies based on Transition Matrix
Based on previous work on island models for operators selection (Candan et al., 2012) , we present here a selection policy based on a probabilistic transition matrix. The underlying motivation is not only to detect the best possible operators but also possible relationships between operators.
Given an OBA A, we define a matrix M of size |Ω| × |Ω|. M(o i , o j ) represents the probability of applying operator o j after having applied o i . According to our previous notations, M corresponds to the θ parameter of the selection policy (introducing a two-dimensional parameter structure).
From an operational point of view, contrary to previous policies, this policy uses simultaneously several possible runs of the OBA in order to acquire its knowledge. Let us consider a set P (t) of psize runs of length t + 1 produced by the algorithm A at iteration t (remind that runs are numbered from index 0 in definition 3). psize is a parameter of this policy. For each operator o i ∈ Ω, let P (t) i be the set of runs (
Hence, this set is the set of all runs whose last applied operator is o i , and we have
o . The control policy (π, K) can thus be defined from M. Firstly, the policy π is defined by a roulette selection whose probabilities are given by M. Secondly, the update of M is performed by the control function K as:
where N (t) is a stochastic vector such that ||N (t) || = 1 and R
(t)
i is the reward vector that is computed by using the utility of the operators that have been used after applying i. More precisely:
otherwise,
B is the set of the best operators that have been applied after an operator o i , i.e. that have provided the best gain. We could also update R (t) i (k) by using the mean of the improvements. Remark also that this policy does not use the utility which is indeed computed within the update process.
The parameter α represents the importance of the knowledge accumulated (inertia or exploitation) and β is the amount of noise, which is necessary to explore alternative possibilities. The influence of these parameters has been studied in Candan et al. (2012) . This approach can be related to reinforcement techniques for MDP (Markov Decision Processes) (Sutton and Barto, 1998) . Nevertheless island models use several populations in order to learn simultaneously from several sequences of operators.
Modelling Scenarios for Gain Functions
In practice, the gain function g may be difficult to compute and is very specific to the problem at hand. Therefore we may approximate such a gain function by using distributions. Comparisons of operator selection policies would be then easier and faster. As previously defined, we use a gain function g(o, t) which represents an estimation of the gain of an operator o if it is applied at iteration t. Several scenarios for modelling g can be envisioned.
In Definition 7, the gain associated to an operator is defined according to the performance improvements that it provides during a given run of the algorithm. Remind that, for an optimization problem P = (f, S), the effect of operators can be defined according to the evaluation function f . For instance, given an element s ∈ S, the variation of evaluation f induced by an operator o is given as f (o(s)) − f (s). This function can be extended to S. Of course different performance criteria could be taken into account.
Fixed Gains
For each operator o, the gain g is defined independently from iteration t by a binomial probability distribution (p o , g o ), i.e., ∀i ∈ I, Pr[g(o, i) = g o ] = p 0 and Pr[g(o, i) = 0] = (1 − p o ). Such distributions have been proposed in Costa et al. (2008) for studying operator selection policies.
In this context, if the values (p o , g o ) are fixed during the whole run of the algorithm, then determining the best policy just consists in finding the operator that has the greatest expected gain p o .g o . This is indeed a basic stochastic multi-armed bandit problem (Definition 10), where operators correspond to arms with only one state. Of course, it is unlikely that, in real optimization problems, the effect of an operator remains unaltered in a whole run. Therefore it would be more realistic and interesting to consider gain functions that may evolve during the run.
Epoch Based Gains
In Thierens (2005) , uniform distributions are associated to each operator in different overlapping intervals of values. The distributions are fixed during a given number of iterations -called epoch -and then are re-assigned according to a permutation. The gain of the operator is thus non stationary during the algorithm's execution and the AOS has to discover the best operator to apply at each epoch. Such scenarios have been studied using various techniques including adaptive pursuit (Thierens, 2007) , dynamic UCB and genetic algorithms (Koulouriotis and Xanthopoulos, 2008) .
Non stationary gains with sliding time windows
In this section we define a new scenario in order to model operators whose behaviour changes more continuously during the solving process. We want to consider more continuous changes in the gain distributions. The idea is to provide a model where the gain of an operator decreases proportionally to its use. In such a model, the AOS policy must not detect the best operator during an epoch but rather identify suitable sequences of operators.
Within a run (s, o) of length n of an OBA, such that o = o 1 , . . . , o n , we compute the gain of operator o at iteration t thanks to a gain function g wsize (o, t), defined as:
g o is a fixed maximal gain of operator o, and Occ wsize (s, o, t) is the number of applications of operator o during the last wsize iterations. More formally, Occ wsize (s, o, t) = |{i ∈ 1..|w|, ω i = o}|}, where w is the subsequence o t−wsize , . . . , o t−1 that records the wsize last applied operators. wsize is a fixed parameter of the scenario. This scenario can be formalized as a restless MAB problem:
• An arm i is associated to each operator o i ∈ Ω.
• For each operator o i ∈ Ω, we define a set of states S i = {0..(2 (wsize+1) − 1)}, such that each state represents the previous use of the arm by a binary number. For instance, for a window of size wsize = 4, the state 1001 means that the arm has been played at iteration t − 1 and t − 4 only.
• The set of transition probabilities P rob i between states can be defined as:
Lshif t(j) = denotes the logical left shift of a binary number of fixed size wsize. Note that we needσ probabilities since we are modelling a restless MAB problem (see definition 10 and section 2.2).
• When an arm i is played from state j, the reward can be straightforwardly defined as r
), where # 1 (j) is the number of bits being equal to 1 in state j.
This restless bandit problem involves a two states transition matrix whose size is in O((n.2 wsize ) 2 ). Of course in practice, one has to memorize the wsize previous applications of operators.
Non Stationary Binary Scenarios
In optimization algorithms, operators are often classified intuitively in two classes : diversification operators and intensification operators, whose behaviours should be understood as orthogonal. In order to better understand such scenarios we consider here two types of operators, according to the previous notations: (1, 1) and (1, 0), that we denote here respectively 1 and O. The 1 operators theoretically always gain 1 but their efficiency will decrease proportionally to their use according to our sliding window. O always gain 0. We choose here probability of 1 for all operators in order to avoid probability side effects in our analysis. We also use gain values whose range is in [0, 1] .
An instance of a non stationary binary scenario can be fully defined by a triple (N op , N 1 , wsize) where N op is the number of operators, N 1 is the number of 1 operators and wsize is the length of the window used for computing the decay of the operator's gains (see section 3). .
It can be shown that, independently from the size of the windows, the score obtained by a uniform choice of the operators is constant: Property 1. Given an instance (N op , N 1 , wsize), the expectation of gain for a 1 operator is: Property 2. Given an instance J ≡ (N op , N 1 , wsize), the gain expectation per iteration is equal to
Therefore the behaviour of a uniform selection of the operators is independent from wsize, for a given N op . The total expected gain for N 1 operators can easily be computed according to the number of allowed iterations. A uniform choice policy may thus serve as baseline for other selection processes (see Section 5).
We may suppose that the 1 operators are numbered 1..N 1 and O are numbered N 1 + 1..N op . The optimal policy problem can be formulated as a discrete constraint optimization problem.
Definition 11 (Optimal Policy for Binary Non Stationary Scenarios).
Given a non stationary binary scenario (N op , N 1 , wsize) and an horizon T (the number of allowed iterations) we define
• the set of variables X = {x 1 , . . . , x T }, such that x i is the operator applied at iteration i (decision variables)
• ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , T }, x i ∈ {1, . . . , N op } (domains of the decision variables)
• ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , N 1 }, g j = 1 wsize T −wsize k=1 i∈k..k+wsize|x i =j i (gains for all operators whose value is 1)
• the objective function is max Σ j∈{1..N 1 } g j Due to the size of the induced search space, this problem cannot be solved pratically for large values of T . Nevertheless, we may restrict this problem to a limited window and compute suboptimal policies. We consider a restricted model. Note that, since we are only interested in maximizing the gain, the O operators are all equivalent and we may consider only one O operator, i.e., N op = N 1 + 1 or N op = N 1 if no O operator is considered. We consider here a circular scenario of length Sc on which the total gain is computed in order to simulate the successive repetitions of this scenario. Since we want to be able to compute circularly the total gain induced by such a scenario, we have to consider a computation sequence comps that is both a multiple of the length of the windows wsize and of the length of the scenario Sc (i.e., the least common multiple lcm).
Definition 12 (Suboptimal Policy for Binary NS Scenarios). Given a non stationary binary scenario (N op , N 1 , wsize) and scenario length Sc (the number of allowed iterations of operators in the scenario) we define
• comps = lcm(wsize, Sc) (the length of the computation sequence)
• nbseq = comps div Sc (the number of sequence of length Sc in the total computation windows)
• the set of variables X = {x 1 , . . . , x comps }, such that x i is the operator applied at iteration i (decision variables)
• ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , comps}, x i ∈ {1, . . . , N op } (domains of the decision variables)
• ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , comp}, k ∈ {1, . . . , nbseq−1}, (x i = x i+(k * Sc) ) (the scenario is repeated nbseq times in the computation sequence)
• ∀i ∈ {(wsize + 1), . . . , comps} such that x i ∈ {1, . . . , ..N 1 }, g i = 1 wsize {k∈(i−wsize)..i|x k =x i } k (standard gains for operators in the computation sequence)
• ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , wsize} such that x i ∈ {1, . . . , ..N 1 },
• the objective function is max This model can be used to compute sub-optimal policies. We have used the Minizinc (NICTA, 2014) constraint modelling and solving framework in order to compute such policies. Table 1 shows the expected gain per iteration for different scenario window sizes, considering one O operator and one 1 operator.
Experimental Results
In this section, we study the behaviour of different operator selection policies on binary non stationary scenarios. Note that, as mentioned above, the behaviour of these policies for fixed gain operators or epoch based scenarios has already been studied and will not be considered here.
Experimental Settings
The following notations are used for the different policies :
• GR is a basic greedy selection policy that always selects the operator with the current maximal utility. This policy is used without any learning stage, which cannot be efficient here since the gains of the operators continuously change.
• EGR is an ǫ-greedy policy that selects greedily the best operator according to its current utility,but uses an exploration coefficient ǫ. Therefore at each iteration the operator with the current maximal utility is selected with probability 1 −ǫ and a randomly selected operator is used with probability ǫ. Note that GR and EGR are basic reinforcement learning strategies. Despite their poor results, these policies just serve here as baseline to highlight that a simple operator policy cannot be efficient for our scenarios.
• OR is a myopic oracle that is aware of the gains of the operators and the last applied operators in order to select the next operator with the best expected value according to the variation of total gain . Note that this oracle is different from the suboptimal policy that can be computed using Definition 12.
This oracle does not compute the optimal solution for a given number of iterations since it does not take into account future operators applications that are used to compute gains. In particular, compare to the optimal and suboptimal policies described in section 4.4, OR does not fully make use of the size of the windows wsize.
• U is a uniform selection choice rule.It correspond to a fixed roulette with equal probabilities.
• ARW is an adaptive probability matching selection rule (adaptive roulette wheel) using a minimal probability p min , as defined in Section 3.1.1.
• AP is the adaptive pursuit method with parameters p min and β (See section 3.1.1).
• UCB uses the upper confidence bound UCB1 as described in Section 3.1.2.
• DMAB is the dynamic selection based on UCB1 with the Page Hinkley test. This method requires several parameters for the test (see description in Section 3.1.2).
• IM is the island model implementation of the policy based on transition matrix as described in Section 3.2. We do not detail the algorithmic implementation here and refer the reader to Candan et al. (2012) for more details.
We first set the experimental conditions:
• Each policy is run 20 times on each instance. Since island models use 80 individuals, the mean value (MeanV) corresponds to the average score of the 20 best individuals obtained at each run. In order to achieve fair comparisons, other policies have been run 20 × 80 times and the 20 best scores have been extracted from each sequence of 80 runs. Note that the value 80 has been chosen here since we use a scenario with 8 operators and we thus use sub-populations of size 10 for each operators.
• Parameters
• The policies have all been implemented using Scilab (Scilab Enterprise, 2014) . Experiments have been run on a desktop computer with Intel Core i5 CPU, 2.6 GHz, 4 Go RAM. Parameters have been tuned using a principled approach inspired by F-Race (Birattari et al., 2002) . Note that here there are indeed few parameters for these policies.
Results
The following tables 2 and 3 compare different methods for windows sizes wsize varying from 1 to 8, using binary non stationary scenarios with N op = 8 and N 1 varying from 1 to 8, as defined in Section 4.4. We report average scores of the best 20 runs and their standard deviation.
In order to highlight the respective advantages and drawbacks of the different selection policies, Figure 1 propose a graphical view of some of these results. 
Comments
• Considering the first column of tables 2 and 3, i.e. scenario with N op = 1, it should be noted that the suboptimal optimization solution presented in Section 4.4 provides better results than OR. This is due to the fact that OR is a myopic oracle while the suboptimal circular policy based on circular scenarios takes into account sequences of applications (in a dynamic programming fashion).
• As expected, greedy strategies cannot insure a good schedule of the different operators in this non stationary context.
• UCB and MAB are equivalent since no restart of the learning process is used here -all MAB parameters are set to 0. Note that these parameters are useful when the distribution of gains is varying according to epochs (epochs based scenarios previously described). Here, since gains change continuously, such restart strategy is not efficient -or would induce too much noise in the learning process. This has been checked by experiments. Note that here the standard UCB can be used directly without any reward normalization factor, since all rewards range from 0 to 1.
• According to the results mentioned in Section 4.4, the uniform choice U provides the same results independently from the size of the window.
• ARW and AP obtain comparable results, with a slight superiority of ARW. Both policies give more importance to the best operator along the search. Such a strategy is not necessary well suited for this problem, but is rather efficient when N 1 is low. The balance adjustment between O and 1 operators is insured by the p min parameter. Note that these policies obtain similar results independently from the size of the window, which seems to mean that their behaviour is close to a uniform choice, but restricted to the most efficient operators. When N 1 increases, they become indeed equivalent to U. We have checked that, studying the sequence of selected operators, no clear repeated sequence of operators can be observed ; however the total amount of 1 operators used remains similar in the different problem configurations.
• Concerning UCB, MAB and IM, we may distinguish several different ranges of results:
-When N 1 = 1, UCB (and MAB, but in the following, we will only mention UCB) and IM cannot insure a good management of the balance between O and 1 operators, certainly due to their exploration component -ie. noise in IM and right member in UCB formula (see section 3.1.2). .
-When 1 N 1 wsize, UCB seems to provide better results than IM on most instances. While N 1 increases, the gap between the policies reduces. Moreover, the policies are more and more close to the oracle.
-When N 1 = wsize + 1, one observes that OR is able to compute an optimal schedule (1000). Indeed, it is possible here to alternate between 1 operators only. We also observe that IM is also able to increase its performance, and becomes then better than UCB.
-When N 1 > wsize+1, the problem becomes easier since a uniform choice U is then a reasonably efficient policy. Here, IM and UCB have a performance close to OR.
• We may remark that the behaviour of the different policies is almost the same when dimensions of the problem increase, shifted according to the values of N 1 and wsize. We have conducted experiments on other dimensions (see Figure 2 ) with similar observations.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new model for simulating non stationary operators in search algorithms that should alternate between intensification and diversification stages in their search processes. The abstract model that is defined here may serve to evaluate the performance of operator selection policies in these search algorithms. We proposed here an experimental studies of different classic operator selection policies in order to highlight their respective advantages and drawbacks in such search scenarios.
Our model can be considered as possible a surrogate model in order to design new adaptive search algorithms that aim at soving general optimization problems without focusing on specific dedicated operators or search heuristics. For a reinforcement learning point of view, our model corresponds to specific restless bandit problems that could be used to model different real applications as soon as the efficiency of a given action decreases according to successive frequent uses. 
